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ArenA Publishing

Arena Publishing was founded in 1949 and is today one of the most important 
publishers of books for children and young adults in Germany. We publish a 
broad range of titles in our fiction and non-fiction lists; our programme includes 
titles for all age groups – from toddlers up to young adults. Arena was the first 
German children’s book publisher to start a paperback programme in 1958.  
Books from Arena already won numerous awards and are translated into many 
languages. We are also honored to be the German home of internationally  
well-known authors like Cassandra Clare, Roderick Gordon and Brian Williams, 
Tove Jansson, Jo Nesbø, Unni Lindell or Neil Gaiman.
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WELCOmE TO OUR NON-FICTION CATALOGUE

The ARENA LIBRARY OF KNOWLEDGE collection which consists of 14 volumes, 
turns essential general knowledge into exciting reading material. The current  
title TAKING A STAND. 12 PORTRAITS OF FAMOUS WOMEN provides an overview 
of the historical changes women experienced within the society. 

The fearless science mouse NEVIO demonstrates at the fire department what the 
nose of a mouse is good for. Matthias von Bornstädt and Vera Schmidt created 
the second volume of this non-fiction picture book which also includes an audio 
CD with additional facts and an enacted reading of the story.

We proudly present various Learn & Play-titles: A new preschool exercise book 
by Stefanie Dahle and Corina Beurenmeister of the STRAWBERRY FAIRY, a new 
FIND THE MISTAKE book and THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MANDALAS offer exercises 
for preschoolers and inspire children’s fantasy.  

Please enjoy browsing the next pages! We look forward to hearing from you at 
any time.

With all best wishes, also from Tanja!

Pia Emling  Daniela Fauck
Rights Manager  Rights Assistant

Dr. hans-christoph liess
gert Albrecht
Age 11+ • 160 pages • 14.8 x 21 cm • Non-fiction, 
January 2012 • 978-3-401-06731-1
Rights: sold to KR

DOES mONEy mAkE THE WORLD GO 
ROUND?
Fresh graphic novel passages and relaxed 
narratives take the reader on an exciting 
journey through the world of economic 
thinking. Mundane situations serve as the 
starting point for many spontaneous insights. 
No matter whether it concerns the market 
economy, capitalism or communism. Because 
there is always an idea behind each theory – 
and often that idea is really simple.

bAcklist  

Jewel
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Andreas venzke
katja wehner
Age 11+
128 pages 
13 x 19.8 cm
Non-fiction, Living Biography
Black-and-white photos and  
illustrations 
soft cover with flaps
€ 8.99
978-3-401-60119-9
July 2015
Rights: available worldwide

tAking A stAnD. 12 PortrAits oF FAmous women (vol. 14)

What do such different women as Malala Yousafzai, Marie Curie and Christa Wolf have 
in common? They all had or have a vision of how to change the world, and every one of 
them used all her skills and energies to make a change, even risking her life in the process. 
Twelve women from six centuries that every boy and every girl should know about are 
introduced in this book. They demonstrate what it means to live your dreams and go 
your own way. Short introductions to each chapter provide an overview of the historical 
changes women experienced within the society. Lively scenarios let the reader get really 
close to these fascinating personalities. And informative non-fiction sections succinctly 
summarise their lives and activities.

• Selection of women not 
based on popularity but 
on criteria that emphasize 
each woman’s extraordinary 
features. 

• The Arena Library of 
knowledge series has sold 
more than 600,000 copies 
in the German market and 
consists of 14 volumes.

The ARENA LIBRARY OF KNOWLEDGE: informative, competent, thrilling. The innovative concept of the series combines narrative 
texts with reliable factual information; important personalities from politics, history and culture, great events, ideas and discoveries 
become alive, the unconventional approach in the text and pictures offers new food for thought. Our authors are experts in  
their respective fields. Author Andreas Venzke for instance has made a name for himself particularly with his biographies 
about Christopher Columbus and Johannes Gutenberg. His books for children and juveniles have received many awards. History, 
science, art, literature, both current and long past – entertaining and absorbing, this series offers access to the great themes and 
questions that occupy people both in the past and yet today. 
Rights: see individual titles

ARENA LIbRARy OF kNOWLEDGE SERIES
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NON-FICTION // FOCUS TITLES // LIvING bIOGRApHy

bAcklist sAmPles (series)

Ludger Schadomsky
Katja Wehner  
nelson mAnDelA AnD 
the Power oF humAnity 
(vol. 12)
Age 11 +
Non-fiction, Living Biography 
978-3-401-06664-6
Rights: sold to TR

Harald Parigger
Till Charlier  
nAPoleon – the insAtiAble 
emPeror (vol. 13)
Age 11+
Non-fiction, Living Biography
978-3-401-06831-2
Rights: German audio book 
rights sold

Maria Regina Kaiser
Klaus Puth  
chArlemAgne AnD the 
crusADe oF wisDom  
(vol. 7)
Age 11 +
Non-fiction, Living Biography 
978-3-401-06065-1
Rights: German audio book 
rights sold

neW
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matthias von bornstädt 
vera schmidt 
Age 3+
32 pages
21.5 x 28.0 cm 
Non-fiction Picture Book
4/4-colours, including  
audio CD
12.99 €
978-3-401-70664-1
July 2015

mATTHIAS vON bORNSTäDT AND vERA SCHmIDT

nevio, the FeArless science mouse. how the Fire Fighters Put out A Fire, sAve 
PeoPle AnD Protect the environment (vol. 2)

Open house at the fire department and a great opportunity for Nevio because no one 
can smell a fire as well as him and get there as quickly as him. So of course Nevio wants 
to become a heroic fire fighter. Unfortunately Nevio hadn’t reckoned with the chief 
of the fire department who kicks him out without much ado. But Nevio wouldn’t be a 
serious explorer if he gave up just like that. Skilfully included facts and information show 
the equipment needed by firemen, how they put out a fire and how they can always 
rescue people underwater or in other emergencies. Including tips what children and their 
parents can do in emergency cases.bAcklist sAmPles (series)

• A lovable hero for little 
go-getters.

• The audio CD features  
the story plus lots of  
fascinating additional 
facts and information.

• Over 15,000 copies of  
the series were sold in 
the German market so far.

NON-FICTION // FOCUS TITLES // pICTURE bOOk

nevio, the Fearless 
science mouse
why rockets Fly, ships 
swim and cars Drive 
(vol. 1)
Age 3+
Non-fiction Picture Book
978-3-401-70333-6
Rights: see series information

Matthias von Bornstädt was born in 1986 in Wernigerode am Harz. Since 2006, he lives in Berlin where he studies Medicine, and 
writes stories for several well-known children’s series, such as “Benjamin Blümchen” and “Bibi Blocksberg”.
Ever since she was a child, Vera Schmidt has been drawing on every slip of paper that came across her. She studied Graphic  
Design, worked as art director in a big marketing firm, and now works as a freelance illustrator for publishers and agencies.
Rights of the series: sold to EE

neW
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• This preschool exercise 
book accompanies the 
popular books about the 
Strawberry Fairy.

• With coloured patterns 
taken from the colourful 
picture world created by 
Stefanie Dahle.

• promotes preschoolers’ 
motor skills 

• Stefanie Dahle's books 
have been sold more 
than 900.000 times so far.

NON-FICTION // LEARN AND pLAy // THE STRAWbERRy FAIRy

stefanie Dahle
Corina Beurenmeister
Age 5+
48 pages 
29.7 x 21 cm
Learn & Play 
Illustrations in 4/4 colours
€ 4.99 
978-3-401-70771-6
June 2015

THE STRAWbERRy FAIRy

the strAwberry FAiry. mAgniFicent hAnDwriting exercises (vol. 4)

Preschool fun with the Strawberry Fairy! Who can draw curves and arcs as beautiful as 
those the Strawberry Fairy draws? These first handwriting exercises lead young artists into 
the charming world of the Strawberry Fairy. A wonderful new adventure in the Strawberry 
Forest! 

bAcklist sAmPles (series)

the strAwberry FAiry 
DAzzling connect-the-
Dots Pictures (vol. 1)
Age 5+
Non-Fiction, Activity
978-3-401-70509-5
Rights: see series information

 
the strAwberry FAiry
enchAnting  
colouring Fun (vol. 2)
Age 5+
Non-fiction, Activity
978-3-401-70508-8
Rights: see series information

the strAwberry FAiry
A mAgic mystery in the 
strAwberry Forest  
(vol. 3)
Age 5+
Non-fiction, Activity
978-3-401-70553-8
Rights: see series information

Everyone loves the Strawberry Fairy! The little fairy is caring, affectionate, and always there whenever her friends are in need for 
help. The books are as lovely as dreams, and tell magical stories about the adventures of the Strawberry Fairy and all of her friends 
from the Wildberry Woods with the most enchanting pictures. They are stories for reading aloud in an extraordinary design.
Rights of the series: Sold to BG, CO, CZ, EE, ES, FI, GR, HU, LV, PRC, ZA, German audio book rights

click here: 

sPeciAl  

cAtAlogue 

http://www.stefaniedahle.de/
http://forum.arena-verlag.de/download/rights/2015_Autumn_Arena_StefanieDahle.pdf
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• popular riddle form.
• Simple check of correct 

answer on the back of 
each page.

• promotes concentration 
skills.

• 10 Find the mistake -  
titles are available so far.

NON-FICTION // LEARN AND pLAy // FIND THE mISTAkE

Judith ganter
yayo kawamura
Age 5+
192 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Entertaining children
Black-and-white illustrations, 
pad binding
€ 5.00
978-3-401-70730-3
June 2015

FIND THE mISTAkE

FinD the mistAke. my suPer Puzzle PAD

What’s wrong here? 96 riddle pictures for searching and puzzling – for real riddle pros! 
What doesn’t belong on the beach? Which of the shadows is the tiger’s shadow? And 
what’s the difference between the two clowns? Look closely and circle the details that 
stand out. You’ll find the solutions on the back of each page. So – did you find the  
mistake?

bAcklist sAmPles (series)

Yayo Kawamura
FinD the mistAkes For 
chilDren Age 5
Age 5 +
Non Fiction, Entertaining 
Children
978-3-401-09681-0
Rights of the series: see series 
information

Judith Ganter
FinD the mistAkes. in the 
lAnD oF ADventures
Age 5 +
Non-fiction, Entertaining 
Children
978-3-401-09893-7
Rights of the series: see series 
information

Yayo Kawamura
FinD the mistAkes For 
chilDren Age 4 +
Age 4 +
Non-fiction, Entertaining 
Children
978-3-401-09947-7
Rights of the series: see  
series information

These pads contain 40 pictures with false details that will turn puzzle fans into real pros. Which detail does not belong on a 
beach? Which item does not fit into the row? Who finds the details that differ in the two pictures? The answers on the back let 
pre-schoolers and elementary school children check themselves if they have really found the mistakes.
Rights of the series: available worldwide
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• Quick check of correct 
answers on the back of 
each page.

• Tips for parents so they 
can help promote their 
children’s learning 
progress.

• The preschool pad has 
been developed  
specifically for this age 
group. 

NON-FICTION // LEARN AND pLAy // ExERCISE pADS

christine Pätz
silke reimers
Age 5+
80 pages
15,3 x 20,5 cm
Learning game
Writing pad
€ 3.99
978-3-401-41608-3
June 2015

ExERCISE pADS 

my leArning AnD exercising Preschool PAD. i’m Five AnD i cAn Do thAt

Perception, differentiation, concentration, analytical thinking – this exercise pad offers 
preschoolers versatile exercises to prepare them for school – based on the principle:  
I’m getting better all the time. Successful learning in three easy steps!

bAcklist sAmPles (series)
Carola Schäfer
Sabine Simon  
my leArning AnD 
exercising Preschool PAD. 
First  number AnD letter 
gAmes 
Age 5 +
Learning game, Writing Pad
978-3-401-41581-9
Rights: see series information

Christine Pätz
Susanne Wechdorn  
my leArning AnD 
exercising Preschool PAD. 
First sounDs AnD letters 
Age 5+
Learning game, Writing Pad
978-3-401-41545-1 
Rights: see series information

Friederike Barnhusen
Yayo Kawamura  
my leArning AnD 
exercising Preschool PAD. 
i’m Five AnD i cAn Do All 
thAt 
Age 5+
Learning game, Writing Pad
978-3-401-41558-1 
Rights: see series information

Creative learning helps children in kindergarten and preschool to learn with targeted success; that’s the way to get a good start at 
school! Age-appropriate riddles, drawing and counting exercises, mazes or dot-to-dots are fun and train logical thinking and fine 
motor skills. These pads promote the ability to concentrate and to observe and promote the basic skills that kids need for school. 
The prerequisites for successful learning are developed and consolidated in a playful manner. We offer three different age groups: 
kindergarten, preschool, elementary school. 
Rights of the series: sold to IL and IT
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• For young colouring 
artists age 4+.

• With fresh new motifs 
taken from the  
imaginative world of 
children. 

• promotes inner balance 
and creativity.

• Ingenious method of 
relaxation.

NON-FICTION // mANDALAS // LEARN AND pLAy

milada krautmann
Age 4+
80 pages 
15,3 x 20,5 cm
Entertaining children
Black-and-white illustrations
€ 5.00 
978-3-401-70734-1
June 2015

mILADA kRAUTmANN

the most beAutiFul mAnDAlAs. my FAvourite AnimAls

The mandala principle is ancient, simple and ingenious: It promotes creativity and  
relaxation. At the same time children love to meet characters taken from their world of 
imagination over and over again. This new mandala series features dreamlike motifs  
inspired by the children’s fantasy world. There’s something for every taste and disposition 
here.

bAcklist sAmPles (series)

Sabine Legien  
the most beAutiFul 
mAnDAlAs For young 
knights
Age 5+
Colouring Pad 
978-3-401-70658-0
Rights: see series information

Sabine Legien
the most beAutiFul 
mAnDAlAs For little 
Princesses
Age 5+
Colouring Pad 
978-3-401-70669-6
Rights: see series information

Milada Kraumann completed her education in art at the art trade schools of Prague, Brussels and Paris. She works with versatile 
techniques. The major share of her illustrations is committed to themes of nature. She works for various publishing houses – 
mainly in the children’s and teen book sector.
Rights of the series: available worldwide
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NON-FICTION // mANDALAS // bESTSELLER

time to relax.  
the colourful world of mandalas
978-3-401-70740-2

the magic of nature.  
the colourful world of mandalas
978-3-401-70737-2

All titles:
Johannes rosengarten
Age 5 • 32 pages  
10.4 x 14.6 cm 
Colouring Pad • € 1.99 
Rights: see series information

horse bliss. the colourful world 
of mandalas
978-3-401-70739-6

moments of magic.  
the colourful world of mandalas
978-3-401-70736-5

Dream Pictures. the colourful 
world of mandalas
978-3-401-70738-9 

Flowers and leafs.  
the colourful world of mandalas 
978-3-401-70735-8

THE COLOURFUL WORLD OF mANDALAS
Worlds of dreams open up and fascinating motifs invite kids to colour the Mandalas. And depending on how it feels, each child 
can choose which design it wants to start with. Yet no matter the mood one thing can always be guaranteed in the end: pure 
relaxation and creative occupation! Colouring in mandalas isn’t just great fun for kids. Because of their ability to calm and  
promote concentration, these harmonic circular images are also becoming more and more beloved among parents, teachers and 
instructors. Johannes Rosengarten holds many workshops in kindergartens and elementary schools as well as seminars centering 
around mandalas. Rights of the series: sold to CZ, DK, HU, IT and US.

neW
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• popular riddle and puzzle 
forms: find-the-mistakes 
pictures, mazes, dot-to-
dot pictures, association 
exercises.

• Easy check of the correct 
solution on the back of 
each page.

• All riddles come without 
any text and can  
therefore be solved 
without any help from 
adults.

NON-FICTION // CHRISTmAS // FIND THE WAy

bianca schaalburg
Age 5+
80 pages
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Writing Pad
€ 3.99
978-3-401-70723-5
September 2015
Rights: see series information

FIND THE WAy

FinD sAntA clAus. Funny christmAs riDDles

How do the Three Wise Men get to the stable? Which gift is missing from Santa’s sled? 
And where’s Santa hiding? Funny riddle pictures featuring angels and Santa & Co. offer 
lots of fun to children age 5+. All motifs come without any text – so all children can solve 
the riddles by themselves!

bAcklist sAmPles (series)

How does the knight find his way out of the castle? Where is the hidden treasure? How does the chimney sweeper get up on the 
roof? Amusing mazes guide little treasure hunters through preschool! Which head belongs to which animal? Who is  
wearing whose sweater here? And which number matches the amount? These amusing connecting exercises are lots of fun for 
pre-schoolers. What is the desert explorer sitting on? Who’s diving down to the treasure? And what is caught in the net? Oscar, 
the little dog, is hiding in every picture – as well as four other objects. Who can find all five objects in the cheerfully crowded 
pictures?
Rights of the series: available worldwide

Charlotte Wagner & Ari Plikat 
FinD the wAy. AmAzing 
mAzes For chilDren Age 5 
AnD uP
Age 5+
Writing Pad
978-3-401-70494-4
Rights: see series information

Mascha Greune
FinD oscAr. Funny busy 
Picture Puzzle For  
chilDren Age AnD uP
Age 5+
Writing Pad
978-3-401-70495-1
Rights: see series information

Mascha Greune
FinD AnD connect the 
Dots. Dot to Dot For 
chilDren Age 5 AnD uP
Age 5+
Writing Pad
978-3-401-70496-8
Rights: see series information
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the Following Agencies rePresent our lists:

Albania/ bulgaria/ croatia/  
macedonia/ serbia/ slovenia:  
Anthea Agency
Katalina Sabeva
62 G.M. Dimitrov Blvd./ Suite 20
BG - Sofia 1172
Tel/ Fax: +359-2-986 35 81
E-Mail: katalina@anthearights.com
www.anthearights.com

china/taiwan/hongkong:
Hercules Business & Culture GmbH
Hongjun Cai
Am Röderweg 6
D – 61138 Niederdorfelden
Tel: +49-61 01-40 79 21
Fax: +49-61 01-40 79 22
E-Mail: cai@hercules-book.de 

czech & slovac republic:
Dr. Ivana Beil
Literary Agent
Schollstraße 1
D – 69469 Weinheim
Tel: +49-62 01-1 46 11
Fax: +49-62 01-1 68 83
E-Mail: dribeil@aol.com 

France:
Eliane Benisti Agency
Eliane Benisti
80, rue des Saints-Pères
F – 75007 Paris
Tel: +33-1-42 22 85 33
Fax: +33-1-45 44 18 17
E-Mail: benisti@elianebenisti.com 

greece:
Iris Literary Agency
Catherine Fragou
18, Komotinis str.
GR – 136 76 Thrakomakedones/Athens
Tel: +30-210-24 32 473
Fax: +30-210-24 35 042
Mobile: +30-69-77 27 67 43
E-Mail: irislit@otenet.gr
www.irisliteraryagency.gr

hungary:
Balla-Sztojkov Literary Agency
Catherine Balla
Papnövelde utca 11
H-1053 Budapest
Tel: +36-1-456-03-11
Fax: +36-1-456-03-64
E-Mail: c.balla@ballalit.hu 

israel:
The Book Publishers Association of Israel
Dalia Ever Hadani
29 Carlebach Street 
IL - 67132 Tel Aviv
Tel: +972-3-5614121
Fax: +972-3-5611996
E-Mail: rights2@tbpai.co.il

italy:
Giuliana Bernardi
Literary Agent
Via Duca d'Aosta, 13/3
I – 30171 Venezia Mestre
Tel: +39 041 50 56 512
Fax: +39 041 96 22 47
E-Mail: GBernardi.LitAg@alice.it 

Japan:
Meike Marx
Literary Agent
757-1 Aza-Otoe Otoe-cho
Fukagawa-shi Hokkaido
J – 074-1273
Tel: +81 164 251466
Fax: +81 164 263844
E-Mail: meike.marx@gol.com 

korea:
MOMO Agency
Geenie Han
102 - #804 BlenHeim APT
26 Worldcup-ro 25, Mapo-gu,  
Seoul 121-827, Korea  
Tel: +82-2-337-86 06
Fax: +82-2-337-87 02
Mobile: +82-11-90 81-98 65
E-Mail: geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr  

the netherlands:
Internationaal Literatuur Bureau
Linda Kohn
Keizersgracht 188-hs
NL – 1016 DW Amsterdam
Tel: +31-20-33 06 658
Fax: +31-20-422 92 10
E-Mail: lkohn@planet.nl 

Poland:
GRAAL Agencja Literacka
Tomasz Berezinski
Pruszkowska 29/252
PL- 02-119 Warszawa
Tel: +48-609626245
Fax: +48 22 895 20 01
E-Mail: tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl
www.graal.com.pl/en

romania:
Simona Kessler
International Copyright Agency Ltd.
Str. Banul Antonache 37
RO – 011663 Bucharest 1
Tel: +40-21-31 64 806
Fax: +40-21-31 64 794
E-Mail: simona@kessler-agency.ro

spanish/Portuguese language Areas:
Ute Körner Literary Agent, SL
Sandra Rodericks
C/ Aragó, 224-pral-2
E – 08011 Barcelona
Tel: +34 93 323 89 70
Fax: +34 93 451 48 69
E-Mail: sandra.rodericks@uklitag.com 
www.uklitag.com

thailand:
Agency TEXT
Charubhastra Meyhöfer-Talayasut
15, Buddhabucha 33/2 Road
Bangmod, Thungkhru
Bangkok 10140, Thailand
Tel/Fax: +66 2 42 63 37 9
E-Mail: text2010@truemail.co.th

turkey:
AnatoliaLit Agency
Dilek Akdemir
Caferaga Mahallesi, Guneslibahce Sok.
No: 48 Or.Ko. Apt., B Blok D: 4
34710 Kadikoy, Istanbul
TURKEY
Tel: +90 216 700 1088
Fax: +90 216 700 1089
E-Mail: dilek@anatolialit.com 
www.anatolialit.com

For the territories Finland, india,  
indonesia, sweden, vietnam, and all 
other territories please contact:
Pia Emling, Foreign Rights Manager
Tel: +49-931-796 44 74
Fax: +49-931-796 44 13
E-Mail: pia.emling@arena-verlag.de 

For the territories Denmark, estonia, 
iran, latvia, lithuania, norway, russia, 
south Africa and ukraine please contact:
Daniela Fauck, Foreign Rights Assistant
Tel: +49-931-796 44 62
Fax: +49-931-796 44 13
E-Mail: daniela.fauck@arena-verlag.de 

Arena Verlag GmbH
Foreign Rights
Rottendorfer Str. 16
D – 97074 Würzburg
Germany
www.arena-verlag.de

editor: Elena Schmidt 
layout: Ronja Zakrzewski

Please notice: 
We have a new general email address: lizenzen@arena-verlag.de 
You can use this one at any time if you are in doubt whom to contact.
You can also download our catalogues on our new rights site: http://www.arena-verlag.de/arena/lizenzen

DISCOVERY

www.anthearights.com
www.irisliteraryagency.gr
www.uklitag.com
http://www.anatolialit.com
http://www.arena-verlag.de/
http://www.arena-verlag.de/arena/lizenzen
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